
Two years after the revolution Libya is facing 
momentous challenges. If the new government  
is successful, this oil-rich country could emerge  
as a positive force for democracy and stability  
in North Africa. OLGA YOLDI writes.

A New Beginning
Libya:

A Libyan rebel fighter wraps him– 
self in heavy machine gun ammo  
before heading to battle against  
pro Gaddafi forces. March 2011.  
PHOTO: ROBERTO SCHMIDT/AFP  
/Getty Images
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housands of residents took to the streets 
of Libya’s main cities last February to 
celebrate the second anniversary of the 
revolution. But beneath those celebra-
tions, observers reported there was a sad 

aspect to many of the revellers.
 Head of the National Congress, Mohammed el 
Magarief told citizens in Benghazi, the cradle of the 
revolt, to join ranks and resolve their differences as a 
nation. But so far resolving differences is proving dif-
ficult. 
The newly appointed government lead by Prime Min-
ister Ali Zaidan is struggling for legitimacy and to 
restore law and order.  Critics are becoming impatient, 
calling for a new revolution, accusing the new leader 
of failing to usher in much needed reforms. They say 
democracy has not materialised and they are yet to see 
the fruit of their military struggle.
 Nonetheless, elections were held freely and fairly, a 
remarkable democratic experiment in a state that had 
had no experience in any type of participative politics 
for four decades. Now Libyans are able to express their 
political views without fear.

 But four decades of Gaddafi’s rule has left the 
country bereft of modern institutions. “There was no 
vital state apparatus in place,” writes Ali Tarhouni, 
former Minister for Oil and Finance in the National 
Transition Council in Bloomberg. “For that reason the 
new Libya has far fewer pieces to work with in build-
ing an effective governing structure.”  
 The new government, a mixture of liberal figures 
and Islamists, is under pressure to rebuild the nation. 
Indeed, there is much that needs to be built on after 
years of neglect, from regional governments, institu-
tions, civil society organisations, to the economy and 
infrastructure. 
 Unlike Egypt or Tunisia that have armies to protect 
the state, Libya is highly vulnerable, as it lacks an 
effective government, an army, a police force, or inter-
national peacekeeping soldiers able to protect its cities 
and borders. The current police and army have been 
described by political commentator Frederic Wehrey 
as “hollow shells – ill equipped, understaffed and 
tainted by their association with the former regime.”
 The new government will not be able to build a 
nation instantly. Neither will it be able to root out the 

antidemocratic social, cultural and economic legacies 
of the Gaddafi era overnight.
 Yet Libya’s vast oil and gas reserves, its untapped 
deposits of mineral wealth and its manageable popula-
tion (6.8 million) could turn it into a nation of limit-
less potential. 
 Libya once was “a Mediterranean region of im-
mense cultural and economic wealth, anything from 
the world beyond the sea,” writes Robert Draper in 
National Geographic. “Spreading over 1,100 miles 
of coastline, bracketed by highlands that recede into 
semiarid wadis and finally into the copper vacuum of 
the desert, Libya had long been a corridor of com-
merce and art, and irrepressible social aspiration.”
 But Gaddafi suppressed all types of aspirations. He 
crushed political dissent and free expression, creativity 
and innovation. He blocked the creation of politi-
cal and social institutions and ignored the country’s 
advantage - its strategic position between Europe and 
Africa.  
Central to his vision for Libya was a populism 
designed to undermine the main cities that threatened 
his power base. Like many other dictators, Gaddafi 

favoured some groups over others, particularly the 
dark-skinned Africans of sub-Saharan descent, the 
Berbers. He provided them with jobs and housing in 
return for loyalty. 
This divide-and-rule strategy turned some tribes and 
groups against others. The revolution turned those 
divisions into battlelines, which have remained intact 
in post-revolutionary Libya where the wounds are  
still raw. 
 Now those loyal to the former regime fear they will 
face the brunt of revenge attacks by militants, who are 
not ready to forgive and forget. According to Human 
Rights Watch, some Gaddafi loyalists were summar-
ily executed by militants, about 40,000 were forced 
out of their homes; many have been languishing in 
overcrowded, temporary prisons awaiting their fate 
and the rest continue to live in their communities but 
are struggling to define a place in post-revolutionary 
Libya. 
 There are still about 60,000 internally displaced 
people living in public facilities. According to the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
about one million refugees are still living in neigh-
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A Libyan woman passes a building dressed with a huge old Libyan flag, in Benghazi, eastern Libya.  
PHOTO: AP Photo/Hussein Malla

Libya’s national assembly leader Mohammed Magarief attends the second day of an extraordinary summit of Oraganisation  
of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) held in the city of Mecca. August 2012. PHOTO: FAYEZ NURELDINE/AFP/Getty Images
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bouring countries. Many of these are loyalists.
 A city that is still haunted by the ghost of Gaddafi 
is Bani Walid. Located 140 km south-west of its 
rival city Misrata, Bani Walid has been tarnished as 
a town sympathetic to the former regime. During the 
war the area was the scene of violent clashes between 
pro-Gaddafi loyalists and revolutionary militias from 
Misrata who suffered the full wrath of Gaddafi’s forces. 
 West from Bani Walid is Tawurgha, now a ghost 
town of originally 30,000 people located 25 miles 
south of Misrata. Tawurghan volunteers also joined 
Gaddafi’s soldiers, marched on Misrata, killed their 
neighbours and raped the women.  
 Almost all Tawurghans are now gone. Some fled 
when rebels advanced with vengeance in mind; others 
were captured and live in displacement camps or 
illegal detention centres, mainly 
in Tripoli and Benghazi. They 
have been banned from return-
ing until a still undefined process 
is completed to determine if they 
are guilty of war crimes. They face 
mistreatment, torture and extraju-
dicial killings.
 Their plight has attracted the 
attention of international human-
rights groups and has raised ques-
tions about the behaviour of Mis-
rata’s militias. “Tawurgha appears a 
case in which old enmities, the fog 
of war and the brutality of battle 
have conspired to obscure the 
truth, at least now,” writes Patrick 
McDonnell in the Los Angeles 
Times. “It seems likely that neither side is innocent. 
But it is the victors who control the town’s fate.” 
 Sydney Kwiram, from Human Rights Watch said, 
 “Even the worst crimes allegedly committed by 
some people in Tawurgha don’t justify the colective 
punishment of the town.’’ The situation won’t ch- 
ange until militias are disbanded.

he 300 militias created during the eight 
months of uprising in 2011 have occupied 
the vacuum left by the army. In 2012 the 
government registered more than 240,000 

armed gunmen. They now control much of the country. 
They won’t accept orders, won’t disband and will not 
surrender their weapons to the new government. They 
say they want to protect what they fought so hard for. 
Some militias are affiliated with towns and tribes, with 
Islamic factions and Gaddafi loyalists.

 After the war, in the absence of a police force or 
army, the National Transition Council (NTC) used 
them as hired guns. The new government has been 
trying to rein in these armed groups to join a central-
ised police force and army, but it is proving difficult.  
It looks like the very revolutionaries that freed Libya 
from tyranny are now depriving it of the stability 
needed to move forward. 
 While some groups are coordinated by the central 
government, others continue to operate like gangs and 
are involved in human-rights abuses. According to 
press reports, many have been implicated in revenge 
attacks and communal strife in Benghazi. 
 Last year, the government blamed Ansar-al-Sharia, 
a Salafi armed group, for the September 11 attack that 
killed US Ambassador Chris Stevens and three others 

in the US Consulate in Benghazi. 
They have also been accused of 
bombing the headquarters of the 
public prosecutor, killing 20 prom-
inent security officials, attacking 
Sufi shrines across the country, 
digging up graves and destroying 
mosques and libraries. 
 A senior Algerian officer cla-
imed that the organisers of the 
Benghazi consulate attack are the 
same as those who organised the 
seizure of the Tigantourine gas 
field in south-east Algeria that 
left 38 hostages and 29 Muslims 
dead. According to press reports, 
the group recruited by Mokhtar 
Belmokhtar includes several Egy-

ptian jihadists active in Libya. 
 Former US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 
warned that Jihadists groups have formed a complex 
alliance in North Africa with southern Libya and Mali 
as their main basis. 
 Following the attack on the US consulate, members 
of Ansar-al-Sharia were kicked out of Benghazi by 
locals. But months later they are back, openly manning 
checkpoints and a hospital. 
 While they are still seen as a threat to the security 
of Libya, the group is also held up as heroes for the 
Libyan uprising by some locals because according to 
them, they are doing a better job of protecting resi-
dents than the central government in Tripoli.
 “These men are also people who fought on the 
front lines, care about their city and provide services. 
We cannot shun them” said Benghazi university pro-
fessor Iman Bugaighis. “We had to ask them to come 

back and protect our hospital and streets.” 
 Benghazi Council spokesman Osama al-Sharif 
said hospital staff and residents had had no choice 
but to ask locals to protect the facility, following a 
few violent incidents. “It is just the reality of the city. 
The police have complained of a lack of authority and 
resources and the interior ministry says it can’t do it so 
we have to rely on these brigades.”  
 There are fears that as long as militias remain 
armed their power will be entrenched.
 Arms confiscation is one of the biggest challenges 
for the new government. According to the Peace Brief, 
published by the US Institute of Peace, there is an 
average of at least four weapons for each of its 6.8 
million people. Neither rebels nor civilians are about 
to give them back because they claim it is a matter of 
self-protection. 

housands of weapons were looted from 
Gaddafi’s stockpiles. Arms range from 
pistols and machine guns to bullets and 
rocket propelled grenades. According to 

Euronews arms dumps can still be found all over the 
country, outside unsafe bunkers, in the cities, museums, 
or in the countryside. None are guarded. They repre-
sent a danger to the civil population. 
 A Harvard University report warned last year that 
apart from the risk of explosion, there is also the temp-
tation to collect and sell arms for some cash. There are 
fears that they could find their way to terrorists in 
Sub-Saharan Africa. 
 Gaddafi had over 1,000 arms depots. Vivienne 
Watt wrote in Time World that Gaddafi was a prolific 
arms buyer, who spent billions of oil revenue during 
his last years on state-of-the-art weaponry and left 
behind miles of unsecured warehouses, filled with 
rockets, machine guns, ammunition and anti-aircraft 
systems, much of which had never been unpacked. 
 Francois Heisbourg, a security expert and chairman 
of the International Institute for Strategic Studies, 
said that there is still a lot of stuff sloshing its way in 
all directions.  
 Indeed, arms caches uncovered in both Tunisia and 
Algeria were believed to have originated from Libya. 
Islamists are thought to be behind the cache found 
in Tunisia, but an arms-smuggling syndicate has not 
been ruled out. The caches contained missile launchers 
that can be used to shoot down airlines.
 According to the New York Times, Libyan arms 
have also turned up in Egypt, Gaza, Chad, Lebanon, 
Syria and elsewhere, causing further instability in the 
region, perhaps most vividly in Mali. 

 “Within hours of Gaddafi’s death many ethnic 
Tuareg fighters from northern Mali who had fought 
alongside Libyan forces as mercenaries retreated 
across the Sahara, carrying as much weaponry as they 
could stuff into pickup trucks,” Watt wrote. Most press 
reports indicate that the Tuareg and Islamist rebels 
that carried out the coup d’etat in Mali obtained most 
of their weapons from Libya.
 There is no doubt that a few lessons could be 
learned about security in post-conflict situations from 
the mistakes made in post-Gaddafi Libya. As Stewart 
M Patrick wrote in The Internationalist: “by adopt-
ing a light footprint approach in Libya the Alliance 
unwittingly contributed to a security vacuum that 
allowed countless weapons to stream out of Libya and 
fuel insurgency extremism and crime in neighbouring 
countries.’’ 
 Ian Marlin, the then special representative of the 
UN Secretary General and head of the UN Support 
Mission in Libya, drafted a plan to help stabilise Libya 
in August 2011. It consisted of 200 unarmed military 
observers plus an interim protection force for the 
observers. However the NTC rejected the idea of the 
UN deploying international military forces.  But given 
the rebels’ internal rivalries they were in no position to 
provide the basic security and rule of law that Libya 
needed and neither were they able to control the arms 
depots, or national borders. 
 According to Patrick, while there were discussions 
between the US, NATO officials and NTC leaders 
about securing the weapons stockpiles, these discus-
sions and operations appeared to have focused on 
securing mustard gas and surface-to-air missiles only, 
rather than on the massive stores of conventional arms. 
Daunted by the task of securing thousands of miles of 
remote desert borders, officials expressed concern but 
did little.  
 Experts say that clamping down on arms-traffick-
ing networks will require border control capabilities: 
much better situational awareness through a combi-
nation of remote sensing investment in human intel-
ligence and information sharing among neighbouring 
national governments.
 But national governments are not cooperating. The 
attitude of Algeria, which has the region’s largest mili-
tary, has been described as ‘benign neglect’ by Heis-
bourg. “As long as the Jihadists kept to themselves, 
and operated outside of Algeria, the Algerians did not 
want to get involved,” he said.
 While border control capabilities and international 
cooperation are important, observers say the problem 
is that the Sahel region of North Africa does include 

“It looks like  
the very 

revolutionaries 
that freed Libya  
from tyranny are  
now depriving it 
of the stability 

needed to move 
forward.”
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A Libyan National Transitional Council 
fighter walks past a mosque with anti-
Muammar Gaddafi graffiti scrawled on 
its perimeter wall as fighters prepare to 
attack pro-Gaddafi forces in this desert 
oasis of Bani Walid. October 2011. 
PHOTO: AFP / KARIM SAHIB
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some of the world’s poorest countries, where criminal 
activities including arms and drug-trafficking are some 
of the most profitable enterprises.

ntil the security situation is brought 
under control progress on other fronts 
will be difficult to achieve. Libya has the 
largest oil reserves in Africa. It produces 

1.5 million barrels of crude oil a day, with much of 
its wealth derived from its exports to Europe and 
China. The National Oil Corporation aims to boost 
oil output to two million barrels a day by 2015.   
The Libyan GDP per capita is among the highest 
in Africa, but unemployment and income inequality 
remain high.  
 The economy was disrupted by 
the civil war and the freezing of 
the country’s assets. The new gov-
ernment will need to rethink how 
it will manage it to take greater 
advantage of its oil and mineral 
resources and create employment 
and prosperity for its citizens. A 
successful economy would help 
build the popular support, reduce 
corruption and enable private ent-
erprise to flourish.
 The new government will be 
under pressure to address the 
growing challenge of youth un-
employment, an obstacle that 
was aggravated by the civil war. 
Libya has traditionally relied on 
the public sector to create jobs, 
a measure that, according to the 
African Economic Outlook, has proven unsustain-
able. At the same time the country’s inefficient private 
sector has been unable to compensate for the lack  
of jobs.  
 Tackling the current economic inefficiencies and 
building a strong market economy will require making 
reforms to strengthen the private sector, the financial 
and education systems, after years of decline. Libya will 
need technical assistance from other countries but the 
foreign firms needed to help reconstruct war-ravaged 
areas and modernise the petroleum industry are reluc-
tant to work in Libya because the security situation 
has not been resolved. Unfortunately this could take a 
long time.
 Political stability and security will not be achieved 
without effective institutions such as courts, police 
and government bureaucracies. According to political 

commentator Frederic Wehrey, building the army and 
a police force will be fraught with difficulties as many 
militias see these institutions as tainted by Gaddafi 
loyalists.  
 On the other hand, the recent Political Exclusion 
Law, which Parliament has accepted in principle,  
disqualifies anyone associated with the Gaddafi 
regime from holding public office in Libya– not just 
senior regime officials, but also upper and mid-level 
bureaucrats.
 Such a law will do nothing for building democracy 
or even the economy, as it will only reinforce social 
divisions, perpetuate instability and the regrouping  
of Gaddafi loyalists, which could end up having unin-
tended consequences. 

 According to Ibrahim Shaqieh 
from the New York Times, the 
officials targeted by the Political 
Exclusion Law are also the ones 
with governing experience and the 
knowledge of how to actually run 
the country.
 The writing of the constitution 
will be a test of Libyan unity. It 
will require the General National 
Congress to address difficult ques-
tions that will impact upon its 
legitimacy as a government. 
 Most importantly, the Con-
stitution will delineate local and 
central powers, and whether power 
should be centralised in Tripoli 
or in the regions. Calls have been 
made for federalism in the eastern 
region of Cyrenaica, where 80 per 

cent of the country’s oil is produced. 
 The east has complained of having been marginal-
ised during the Gaddafi era, and there is a sense that 
the marginalisation and as a result the inequitable 
distribution of oil wealth are likely to continue in the 
future if power continues to be centralised in Tripoli. 
 Some federalists demand a return to the 1951 
Constitution’s division of the country into three areas: 
Tripolitana, Cyrenaica and Fezzan. Federalists are rep-
resented by the so-called Barqa Council that called for 
an election boycott and has organised demonstrations 
against the new government. 
 The constitution must also ensure inclusive gov-
erning institutions that bridge the traditional divides. 
Islamists might pose problems given their ambivalent 
attitudes to the concept of democratic processes and 
their insistence on adopting Sharia law. 

 The biggest priority for the new government is to 
restore the rule of law and start addressing the detainee 
crisis and the security situation. Brigades must be dis-
armed, demobilised and reintegrated into society as 
soon as possible.
 It might need assistance from the international 
community. France reasserted its intentions to support 
the deployment of European experts to assist Libya 
get its security situation under control but those inten-
tions haven’t been acted on.

here is no doubt that the Libyan transition 
will take a long time, longer perhaps than 
Libyans are prepared to wait. There will not 
be a shortage of risks and potential setbacks, 

so it may be inappropriate to set too high benchmarks. 
 Let’s not forget that most countries that are stable 
liberal democracies today experienced great difficul-
ties getting there, in some cases they took a long time 
to do so and have had decades to perfect it. “Stable 
liberal democracy usually emerges only at the end of 
long, often violent struggles, with many twists, turns,  
false starts and detours,” writes Sheri Burman in 

Foreign Affairs. 
 According to Burman, this is a feature, not a sign 
of problems with democracy itself but evidence of 
the difficult, messy process of political development 
through which societies purge themselves of the ves-
tiges of dictatorships and construct better democratic 
orders.
 The journey for Libya has just started. The new 
government will need to deal with the pathologies left 
by Gaddafi; this is a monumental task in itself. It will 
also need to build a new order, starting at zero, while 
achieving reconciliation between the different tribes 
and regions and rebuilding the nation. It will not  
be easy.
 It is clear however that Libya has had a few 
achievements along the way and it is eagerly await-
ing its future. It may stumble along the way but let’s 
hope it will continue to plunge forward rather than 
turn back. Then it might become a beacon for Arab 
transition. 

“Stable liberal 
democracy usually 
emerges only at 
the end of long, 

often violent 
struggles, with 
many twists, 

turns, false starts  
and detours.”

Sheri Burman
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Akakus Desert, Libya. PHOTO: Tobias Helbig
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